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Soji ™ Solar String Lights Instruction Set 
Congratulations on the purchase of your Soji™ Solar String Lights! Setting up your Soji ™ Solar String Lights 

is simple and can be accomplished in 4 easy steps. 

 

Parts Included in Package: 

1.) 10 Nylon mini lanterns 

2.)  10 White LED Lights on Strand-attached to solar panel 

3.) Solar Panel (equipped with) 

a. On/Off Power Toggle Switch  

b. 1 AA Rechargeable Battery (included)  

4.) Mounting Hook (molded onto solar panel) 

5.) Detachable Planting Stake 
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Step One: Locate the On/Off toggle switch the bottom side of the solar housing compartment and move the power switch 

from the “Off” position over to the “On” position. This will activate the AA rechargeable battery already included inside 

the solar housing compartment. Rechargeable batteries are used in conjunction with solar power to store the energy that is 

collected by the solar panel each day. Leave in the “On” position at all times while placed outside to collect sunlight and 

emit light at night.  

 

Notice: there is a thin plastic sheet in place to protect the solar panel during transport. Please remove this plastic sheet 

before use.   

 

Step Two: Take mini Soji™ lantern shell in one hand and one of the LED lights attached to the strand in another hand. 

Hold both ends of the strand together with the LED light pointed down. Slip the LED light down into the lantern shell and 

gently push the strands into the round clip opening. Then pull the LED light upwards to tightly secure it into place. The 

LED bulb should be facing downwards to illuminate each mini Soji™ lantern from within. Continue the process with all 

10 mini Soji™ lanterns. 

 

Step Three: Place the solar panel in a location that receives direct sunlight during the entire day by either attaching the 

planting stake to the bottom of the solar panel or using the mounting hook to hang the solar panel. The mounting hook is a 

molded piece located on the bottom of the solar panel. It is very important that the solar panel receives direct sunlight 

during the day to fully charge and provide optimum results at night. This product has an integrated light sensor, so it will 

automatically turn on at dusk. Please note that the product must be left in the “On” position while outside and turned 

“Off” when storing.  

 

Step Four: String the Soji™ Mini String Lights to create an instant party on your deck, arbor, archway, umbrella, tree, 

wreath, fence-line or anywhere else! Designed for outdoor year-around use. 

 

If you need additional help assembling this product please visit our website for an instructional video, call or email 

us and we would be happy to help!  


